
Lecture Title: Japan and the USA 
Become Colonial Powers!
!•  Korea – ‘a dagger pointed at the heart of Japan’ [¸¿ƐT"
ƏĄŻƉſƝƠƆ.](Prussian (ǄǑƯƤ) advisor to the 
Japanese Imperial Army from 1885 to 1888 - Major Klemens 
Meckel (ƪǐǉǒƱǓǉƷƬǏ!"¸¿şŀ'2ƐŅ�>ƏĽëƂ
[ĂƢ�ƈƆƼƦƸ~UƐŀ�ƋŴƟ!). 

  
•  By the late 1870s, Japan was starting to challenge Chinese and 

later Russian power in northeast Asia. (Note the Treaty of 
Ganghwa in 1876 (¸½�dÁĮǕÓĢÁčǖ. 

•  Korea’s historical misfortune (��ƎÏN) was often because 
to its geographical location (Zî÷Ǝ�Ĕ) and its 
vulnerability (Ě��) to attack from larger and more powerful 
neighbours such as China, Japan, and Russia [see map].   

 
•  Domestically (U(Ƌ), infighting ((Ď) between different 

Korean groups also weakened (ĩŷƆé�) the country’s 
ability to unite (B5ƃƟ) and build its defences (Í�). After 
the mid-1800s (19�ČƐ�ŧƏ), there were rising tensions 
between Korea’s Joseon dynasty (½ŭì½) rulers (1392 – 
1897) and Korea’s large Christian community (ƪǎƱƶǋǒƭ
Ǉǌƽƹƥ).    

 
•  The Joseon (½ŭì½) government closely watched (GŕƏú
įƁƠƊŵƆ) the slow disintegration (ïİ) of the Qing 
Empire (Û~U) in the 1800s. To prevent becoming like China, 
the Koreans chose a policy of isolation (Ùă®ĉ), defence, 
and very cautious (ƌƊƙ�ŕØ) and limited exchanges (ŝƝ
ƠƆI�Ż) with the West (ī×).  
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•  In the 1860s and 1870s, the ruling elite (È5ƐŴƟƧǎǔƻ) 

in Korea began programs aimed at modernisation (���) 
to prevent foreign interference (`œƐ�Ü). They also saw 
Japan as a suitable model (Ő/ƎǊƺǏ) for how to 
successfully (ŶƖŽ) reform (¬ŤƃƟ) and modernise (í�
>ƃƟ).  

 
•  Moderate Korean elites (Ő�ƎƧǎǔƻ) were influenced 

by an essay (ķ²), which had been written in 1880 by a 
Chinese diplomat (`�m). The essay’s main thesis (R
Ū)was that Russia was the number one threat (»aƐę
gƋŴƟ) to Korea’s sovereignty (�È), and that Korea 
should defend itself  by reforming (¬ŤƃƟ) and becoming 
like a Western country (ī×ƐU).  The essay also advised 
that Korea should develop links (Ŝ�ƢŌwƁƅƟ�Ĭź
ŴƞƖƃ) with Japan, China, and the United Statesű [see 
picture].   

 
•  The pro-reform (¬ŤƏľ�ƃƟė) rulers sent students to 

China to study military strategy (ŀ�ô) and technology 
(�Ħ) at Li Hongzhang’s (ÀŮĆ) Self-Strengthening 
Movement schools (×;ō:űǗűĜ�ō:ƐiÃ), and 
embraced ( ŻOƈƆ) efforts (��) to catch up (ňŵƉſ
Ɵ) with the West (ī×). In 1881, the Korean government 
was restructured (*Ç�ƁƠƆ) and modernised (í�>
ƁƠƆ). Reformers (	�) were also placed in positions of 
powerű(��Ə�ĔƁƠƆ) within the decision-making eliteű
(��ÔnƐƧǎǔƻ) in Korea, and representatives (�Ĩ) 
were sent on diplomatic and cultural missions (`�ƌ²>÷
Ǝ�;) to the US, China, and Japan. 

!!
!!
!  
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•  Despite these efforts (Æ5ĳƗƆź), Korea was still 
heavily influenced (ŹƎƞ�ŦƁƠƆ) and 
manipulated (ªƝƠƆ) by Qing China (ÛU). In 
the 1880s, the Chinese continued to regard Korea as a 
vassal state (xUƌý�ƃƜŶƏƎƈƊŵƖƂƆ) of 
the Qing Empire (Û~U).  

 
•  Korea’s Queen Min (Empress Myeongseong) [
�
��ű–!see photo] and her allies (Q¶) also needed 
Chinese help to fend off (Źơƃ) potential domestic 
rivals (U(ƐâY÷ǍƦǀǏ), and the threat (ę
g) of Japan’s rising influence inside Korea (ťUU
(ƏŬƖƟ¸¿Ɛ�Ŧ5). 

•  In 1882, there was an unsuccessful (c¯ƂƆ) anti-
foreigner Ǖ`U�¤´ǖand anti-government (H®
�) coup d'état (ƪǔƺƵǔ). This military revolt (ŀ
ƐH	) was crushed (X]ƁƠƆ) with Chinese 
help. 

•  In December 1884, pro-reform factions (	��) in 
Korea organised a violent but failed (c¯ƂƆ) coup 
d'état (‘the Gapsin Coup’-½ŭ�) with the help 
of Japanese government officials in Seoul.  

 
•  After the coup, both Japan and China agreed not to 

intervene (�$ƂƎŵƀƌƋO�) in Korea without 
first receiving permission (3ƐŉþƌĲLƎŽ) 
from the other side.  

 !
!
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•  In 1894 there was a major rebellion (aH	) (the 
Donghak Peasant Revolution [ñ@łÑ��]) in 
southern Korea (CœťU) (see picture). The 
Korean King asked Qing China to help. The 
Chinese responded almost immediately (Ɣƕƃž
ƏH�ƂƆ) and sent their army into Korea to quell 
the uprising (º:ƢŘƘƆ). However, the 
Chinese had also acted in breach of the 1885 
agreement with Japan (…ƏŏHƂƊŵƆ).  

•  The Japanese therefore sent their army to Korea. 
Japanese soldiers arrived in the capital (ūŔ), 
Seoul, before the Chinese did. After arriving, the 
Japanese stormed the Korean palace (pÐƏĄ©
ƂƆ), and then kidnapped (ĵ¢ƂƆ) the Korean 
king and then imprisoned him (úăƂƆ). They 
also set up a puppet Korean government (� (Ź
ŵƝŵ)®ÈƢÉąƂƆ).  

 
•  Shortly afterwards, China and Japan officially 

declared war (�ŵƢ&oƂƆ) on each other. The 
First Sino-Japanese War (August 1894 - April 1895) 
[ć�Ë�¸��] had started. 
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The First Sino-Japanese War 
(August 1894 - April 1895) 
  [ć�Ë�¸��] 

•  One of the most important battles of the First Sino-Japanese War 
was the Battle of the Yalu River (ůÙÙ�) on September 17th 
1894 between the Japanese Imperial Navy (a¸¿~UÙŀ) 
and Li Hongzhang’s (ÀŮĆ) Beiyang Fleet (?×ğš). The 
Beiyang Fleet suffered heavy losses (a¨qƢJſƆ) in the 
battle (�ŵ) and was later completely annihilated and 
destroyed (%]ƂƊƂƖƈƆ) by the Japanese (see picture).  

 
•  Within two months, the Chinese were forced out of (ňŵ-ƁƠ
Ɔ) Korea.  

 
•  The Japanese Imperial Army (¸¿Ɛ~Uşŀ) had marched 

(ĥŌƂƆ) into Manchuria (á{) and captured the port (Þò) 
of Weihaiwei (gÙħƢDũƂƆ) on the Shandong peninsula 
(yÂAz). This was a key factor (�ƎĬď) in forcing the 
Chinese to surrender (äîƚƞv¼ƁƅƟƀƌ). 

•  The Japanese demanded (ĬÒƂƆ) major concessions (ŕĬƎ
ĹÎ) from the defeated (�ŵƏ¯ƠƟƀƌ) Chinese by forcing 
them to sign the Treaty of Shimonoseki on April 17th 1895 (�
ŜÁč). These included the ceding of TaiwanűǕũWƢĹ�Ƃ
Ɔ), the Pescadores (Penghu) Islands, and the Liaodong 
peninsula (ũWƌƂƊŒÂAzŲMàŲãßĸzƐ4Ĺ), a 
Chinese recognition of Korea’s independence (½ŭƐêąƐ�
Ĵ) (from Chinese interference (�UŹƝ�ÜƢJſƄ)), and a 
huge indemnity (�ŖƢĬÒƂƆ) to be paid to Japan. 
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•  For the Chinese people, the war (ć�Ë�¸��) 
represented the rottenness (�Ìü / ě¯ƂƆ) and 
the death knell (弔鐘) of the Qing regime (Ûì½). 
The national humiliation (UŁ) of the Treaty of 
Shimonoseki (�ŜÁč) shattered (ċÿƂƆ) the 
legitimacy (ÌĒ) of the Qing system (Û½2). 

•  After 1895, the Europeans, and especially Russia, 
demanded ((ĬÒƂƆ) more and more business and 
territorial rights (ũWƐĹÎ) inside China. 

 
•  This was in a period (¾ś) when foreign countries 

such as the UK, Russia, Germany, and even Italy 
were increasingly competing (#Ƣ�ŶƁƖ) with 
each other to take control of more and more 
important areas and territories inside Qing China (Û
U). A phrase (ĶK) used to describe this 
development (õw) in China was ‘slicing the 
Chinese melon [�UƐǉǑǒƢƱǍƦƱ]’ (see 
picture, and map handout). 

•  In the late 1890s and early 1900s, the Qing Empire 
(~U) looked like it could soon be replaced (ĔŻ§
ŷƝƠƖƃ) by an occupied China (DũZ) which 
was divided into different spheres of influence (=
5V) and foreign-controlled areas.  

 
!
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The Americans Reinforce (Ī�ƃƟ) 
their Power in East Asia 
 

 
•  By the late 1800s, the US still had no colonies (ÄÑZ) or 

territories (xZ) in East Asia. After 1898 however, the US’ 
power and involvement (ŜơƟƀƌ) in East Asia dramatically 
increased (ĤƂŽ\7ƂƆ). Why? 

 
•  Firstly, in January 1898, the ‘American Asiatic 

Association’ [ƤǉǎƩƐƤưƤB�] was established (ıĔƁ
ƠƆ). There were strong calls (^ź�ŵ) from the American 
business community (ƤǉǎƩƐǁưƾƱó) and political elites 
(ƤǉǎƩƐ®Õ÷ƎƧǎǔƻ) to establish a presence (Ǆǐƴǒ
ƱƢāąƃƟ) in East Asia in order to (ƐƆƘƏƑ) defend 
their commercial and military interests (ŀ1ø, ŉS1ø
ƢjƞŲĜUÑƢ9ſƟƆƘƏ), particularly in the huge 
market of China.űFor example, to utilise (1ðƃƟ) safe ports 
(k%ƎÞ) for refueling ships (å³ĪđƐƆƘ), docking (ĝ
ƢƼƷƪƒ$ƠƟ) naval vessels (ÙŀğĞ) etc. 

•  Secondly, Spain was defeated (¯?ƂƆ) by the US in the 
Spanish-American War [Ċī��ƌŵŶ��] (April to August 
1898). After centuries of Spanish control, many East Asian 
islands were now American colonies ((xZ! –! the Philippines 
[ǃƥǎǂǒ], and Guam [ƫƤǈz], ). The US was now an 
imperial power in East Asia (Ċī��ƏƜƈƊŲƤǉǎƩƑÂ
ƤưƤƏŸſƟ�Ĭ=5ƌƎƈƆų) [see picture].  

 
•  In the so-called [ŵơƛƟ] ‘Open Door Policy’[ř�Ś®
ĉ], the US asked other powerful foreign countries within 
China to keep the country open to trade for all the major 
powers (despite different spheres of influence -=5V), and for 
no one country to attempt to take control of China.  
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The Russo-Japanese War [¸ţ��] 
(February 1904 – September 1905) 
 

•  In the last years of the 1800s, Russia was the greatest danger 
[»ƙaŻƎEŠ] to Qing China’s [Ûì½)] security. The 
Russians also continued to interfere with («ŢƢŻƆƃ) and 
to influence domestic politics in Korea (ťUU(®ÕƒƐ�
Ŧ5Ɛ\a).  

 
•  The Koreans and the Chinese were too weak (�ƃżƟ) to 

challenge Russia. The UK and the USA were also worried 
about Russia but did not want to risk starting a war (EŠƢ
+ƂƆŽƎŹƈƆ).  

 
•  For Japan however Russian power and influence (5ƌ�Ŧ5) 

in Korea and Manchuria (á{) was a danger to Japan’s 
immediate security and economic interests (F¹UrƐk%
�Ţ). Japan’s fears (��) were made worse (Ɯƞ�ŽƁƠƆ
ŴƟŵƑ�ŽƎƟ) by Russia’s unwillingness [�¿�Ǝƀƌ] 
to meet the Japanese halfwayű(fBƃƟ) in talks.  

•  The UK had important strategic interests (ŕĬƎ�ô÷Ǝ1
ø) in Asia in the early 1900s that complemented (ĪlƂƆ) 
Japan’s quest (¥Ò) for Western allies (ī×ŹƝPùU). In 
January 1902, the two countries signed the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance (¸ġPù) [see picture].  

•  Japan’s alliance (Pù) with Great Britain symbolized (Ļ�Ɓ
ƠƆ) its successful (�6ƂƆ) nearly fifty-year journey from 
a feudal (t�÷Ǝ) and secluded (hą�ĕ) country to a 
modern and industrialized (|ÅU) world power (�óƐ�
U).  
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•  Even though Japan was in a stronger position after 1902, Russia 
still refused (µƞƖƂƆ) to make  concessions (ĹÎƃƟ) to 
Japan in relation (ƏŜŋƂƊ) to Korea and Manchuria (á{).  
Tokyo therefore decided that a war with Russia was the best 
option (»ĠƐő�Ę) at an opportune time (ŔOƐƜŵ¹
Ə) if Japan wanted to protect its interests (1øƢjƟƆƘƏ�
Ŷ) in the region.  

 
•  In February 1904, Tokyo cut off its diplomatic ties (ǑƯƤƌƐ
`�Ŝ�ƢēƉ) with Saint Petersburg (ƳǒƻǂǔƵǔƲǀǔ
ƫ). On the night of February 8th, the Japanese attacked the 
Russian navy’s fleet (ǑƯƤÙŀƐğš) in Port Arthur (ǅǔ
ƻ·ƤǔƮǔ /·ŨŞģ). The Russo-Japanese War (¸ţ��) 
was a disaster (,_) for the poorly equipped (ı�ź�ĿƂƊ
ŵƆ) and outnumbered (°ƏŸŵƊƑ8ƞƖƂƆ) Russians 
who could not respond quickly (ńŊƏs�ƃƟƀƌźƋŻƎ
ŹƈƆ).  

  
•  Under the guidance of (£uƐ�Ƌ) US President, Theodore 

Roosevelt (ƳƨƼƤǓǑǔƲƓǏƻ), the Japanese and the 
Russians signed the Treaty of Portsmouth (ǅǔƸǆƱÁč) 
o n  S e p t e m b e r  5 t h 1 9 0 5  [ s e e  m a p  - 
http://www.portsmouthpeacetreaty.com/ ].  

 
•  Japan won control (�Ɔ) of southern Manchuria [Cá{] 

(including railway rights [ŗŎÈ1] and the control of Port 
Arthur [ǅǔƻ·ƤǔƮǔŰ] and Dalian [aŋ}]). The Russians 
also agreed that Japanese interests in Korea were paramount 
[»ƙ[çƏ]ŕĬƎ]. In addition, Japan gained control (�Ɔ) 
over southern Sakhalin (CÊb!/CƮƿǎǒ). 

•  For the first time in the modern era, a non-white power had 
defeated a white power in a major war (í�Ɛ¹�Ƌ0ƘƊŲ
ö�ƋƎŵaUƑŲaŻƎ��Ƌö�aUƢ¯?ƏňŵŃƣ
Ƈ) (see picture on the next page).  

  
!
!  
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•  This new political situation however also 
caused the West to ponder about (ĖŷƢ�
ŵƘžƝƃ) the future for East Asia and to 
consider carefully (ÚŽĖŷƟ) whether or 
not (…ŹƍŶŹ) a powerful Japan might 
later in the future threaten (ęƃ) Western 
interests (ī×ƐUø) in East Asia.  

•  As Theodore Roosevelt (ƳƨƼƤǓǑǔƲƓ
Ǐƻ) noted, the Western states (ī×ƐU) 
were distracted by ‘divided interests, divided 
cares, double burdens’ (ƉŵŴƠƚƀƠƚ
ƏƌƞƖżƠƊ) in places throughout the 
whole world (�ó�ŵƆƟ�Ə). Japan 
however would focus its interests on East 
Asia and would have ‘one care, one interest, 
one burden [ļ¡].’ 

•  Over the next four decades (10�) in East 
Asia, Roosevelt’s observation (Öû) in the 
early 1900s proved accurate (ÌāƎ�Ý). 

!
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Key Points: 
!!
!
 
•  Japan’s victory (¸¿Ɛ<1) over Russia in the 

Russo-Japanese War (¸ţ�� ) in 1905 
symbolized (Ļ�ƁƠƆ) the challenge a powerful 
Japan could be to Western dominance (ī×Ɛ!�) 
in East Asia. Japan was now a global power (�óƐ
�U). 

  
•  ‘Eastern’ Japan’s defeat (¯?) of ‘Western’ Russia 

shattered the myth (ŇeƢ�ĀƂƆ) of the white 
man’s (ö�) invincibility (ä±). This indirectly 
influenced (ś¦÷Ə�ŦƢJſƆ) the growth of 
anti-imperial (H~UƐ) and anti-Western (Hī×
Ɛ) groups in East Asia (see picture). 

  
•  Japan, once a victim (ņqƐèæė) of Western 

imperialism (ī×~U�ĕ) for many decades (10
�), became a victimizer (7qė) power (�U) in 
East Asia. 

  
•  In 1899, the post-1853 [1853�] ‘unequal 

treaties’ [��ĈƎÁč] between Japan and other 
major powers were terminated (Đ
ƂƖƂƆ /%�Ɓ
ƠƆ).  

  
!
!!
!!
!
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•  Qing China’s (Ûì½) defeat (¯?) in 
the Sino-Japanese War (¸Û��) of 
1894-95 represented the end of China’s 
centuries-long (��Čƙ) position as East 
Asia’s number one power.   

 
•  The Qing Empire (Û~U) was replaced 

(�§ƁƠƆ) by states (��) such as 
Japan and France as the dominant powers 
(!�ƎaU) in areas such as Korea and 
Vietnam. The tributary system (�UƐ
)t�2), which saw China as the 
central power and hegemon (ĭÈU) in 
East Asia, had been destroyed (Ā]ƁƠ
ƊŵƆ).  

  
•  Korea, started to lose its independence (ê
ąƢcŶ) after the 1870s, and by 1905 
had become a Japanese protectorate (�
ĺU) [see picture].  
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